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In 1947, using carbon paper and the office typewriter, a young Los Angeles secretary produced nine issues of Vice Versa, the first lesbian publication in American history. Although she could only produce ten copies of each edition, these copies were passed from friend to friend, reaching dozens, perhaps hundreds of women, all eager to read about themselves and others like them. When told by a friend that she shouldn't be "publishing" this work, that it might even get her arrested, the secretary replied, "Why? I don't mention the city it's from. I don't mention anybody's name. And it's not a dirty magazine by any stretch of the imagination." Her friend replied that even though Vice Versa had no "cuss words or anything like that in it," the newsletter would still be considered dirty by straight people because it was about the "girls."

The friend had good reason to offer this warning. In 1924, Chicago's Society for Human Rights published the journal Friendship and Freedom, the first U.S. gay publication. The organizers were summarily arrested on obscenity charges. Thirty years later, the October 1954 issue of One, a Los Angeles gay publication then nearly two years old, was seized by the local postmaster for being "obscene, lewd, lascivious, and filthy." The issue's cover story was on the law of mailable material. The resulting legal case went to the U.S. Supreme Court which cleared the magazine, but offered no written opinion. This controversial history is reflected in the holdings of gay and lesbian newspapers in North Carolina libraries.

North Carolina can claim three gay and lesbian newspapers: Community Connections, The Front Page, and Q Notes. A recent phone poll of the ten public libraries in the state serving the largest populations found that not one had a single issue of these publications on its shelves. A similar survey of North Carolina college and university libraries showed almost the same results. Duke began collecting The Front Page in 1989 and Wake Forest in 1994. Only the North Carolina Collection at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill maintains full runs of The Front Page and Q Notes; it just began collecting Community Connections. No other college or university reported holdings of these publications. Like those Los Angeles women in the 1940s, there must be a number of gays and lesbians in North Carolina seeking information about themselves and others like them, but unlike the slim carbon copies of Vice Versa that attempted to meet those women's needs, these three North Carolina publications are professionally produced, widely distributed, and cover a broad spectrum of information: news articles (both from wire services and staff-written), features, commentary, resource directories and announcements, reviews (books, music, theatre), and even cartoons.

One of the more important services offered by these three publications is their listings of gay and lesbian events and resources that are covered by very few, if any, other publications. Here one finds the pertinent information regarding gatherings such as the NC Gay and Lesbian Attorney's Spring meeting, the Charlotte Gay and Lesbian Film Series, a performance by the Common Woman Chorus, meetings of Gay Fathers, and a country western two-step dance. Here musicals, plays, book signings, and other cultural events find column space alongside listings of HIV services and "gay friendly" houses of worship. Resource directories list the telephone numbers to various North Carolina religious bodies, educational associations, and various support groups and twelve-step programs. The numbers, varieties, and locales of groups and associations in these lists might surprise first-time readers (e.g. the Lambda Amateur Radio Club in Fairview and a gay and lesbian political potluck in Kernersville). In a world where few other media sources dare to speak the names of these organizations, these few lines of typescript provide the only real publicity and notice groups such as these get.

Since few readers of these publications subscribe and most pick them up free of charge in clubs, restaurants, and bookstores, a hefty portion of the cost of publication is borne by advertising. All three periodicals carry advertisements ranging from real estate ads to church announcements and from caterers to pet groomers. A large percentage of these ads come from bar and club promotions. Among the notices of drink specials, theme nights, and burlesque shows are photographs of high-haired female impersonators, campy comedians, and other performers. Sometimes a full-page and often a double-page spread, the ads regularly feature photographs of young, muscular men in their underwear, much like the photograph of rap singer Marky Mark that was plastered throughout America's shopping malls a year or two ago. Personal ads and "1-900" phone lines also generate revenue for all three newspapers. These personal ads are slightly more explicit than those that...
appear in Raleigh’s News and Observer and the Research Triangle’s newsweekly, The Independent. The Front Page, which runs the greatest number and most explicit of these types of ads, attempts to segregate most of this sort of advertising to one classified “pullout” section, allowing readers not wishing to peruse these items to dispose of them easily. Community Connections actively edits such ads to reflect the standards of mainstream publications.

Libraries and librarians do not need to be sold on the importance of newspapers in a community’s life; they recognize their cultural importance and the often unique information found upon the tall, flimsy pages. As just one example of this recognition, during the last several years the North Carolina Newspaper Project has gone to great lengths to attempt to preserve Tar Heel newprint for future generations. In the case of these three alternative newspapers, however, it is apparent that libraries are not providing access to all of the resources that they generally champion.

And, as it was in 1947 Los Angeles, so it is in 1995 North Carolina: most readers of gay and lesbian newspapers get their copy from a friend who borrowed it from an acquaintance who just happened to visit some out-of-town nightclub.
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